October 11, 2017 - Minutes

Recording: http://recordings.flvc.org/NP/Lydia/DISC/DISC_2017-10-11.mp4

Minutes for October 11, 2017:

Wilhelmina Randtke

- Florida Online journals, problems with OAI-PMH, the fix for harvesting is now working

Lydia Motyka

- Next Gen ILS testing is ongoing (October 9–20), they welcome help, especially for a comparison with those using MANGO.
- Use discover.falsc.org/iii/encore/?suite=[site/suite]

Lydia Motyka reported on known issues:

- UCF and FIU reported suites images tab search very slow
- thumbnails coming in December
- thumbnails will look like either your Islandora or sobek thumbnails depending on which you use.
- collection names will be corrected in December
- report things through the feedback form, don't be afraid to report duplicate

Keila Zayas-Ruiz

- sunshine state digital network coordinator
- putting together working groups; a training group, and outreach group
- Miami, Orlando, Ft. Myers, Tallahassee workshops for metadata
- Harvested from FIU, FSU, UM
- Metadata goes to subhubs (FIU/UM) then to FSU
- One workshop will be at FIU in November
- look for facebook and twitter feeds for SSDN

Krystal Thomas

- calling for cleanup of DISC wiki and migration to the public wiki
- come back to PALMM later

Wilhelmina Randke reminded everyone that the DISC listserv is open to anyone
http://listserv.flvc.org/scripts/wa.exe?A0=FLVC-DIGITAL-INITIATIVES-SC